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Abstract: Large-scale massive heterogeneous data have been accumulated in various fields of scientific research and
society. As a result, discovering new knowledge by linking sensing and science data, such as web archives, has at-
tracted attention. We developed a Knowledge Language Grid (KLG) system that combines multiple asset data from
different providers and allows users to use or re-use them. KLG structures a great quantity of information that can be
confidential for individuals, companies, or institutions, but it can also be misused or disclosed to inappropriate people.
In this paper, we propose a risk assessment framework based on provenance information. In addition, since KLG
allows user to access security knowledge-bases, it is possible to provide actual and on time information about risk and
security controls. Our proposed system implements a graphic representation of provenance using Open Provenance
Model (OPM), and users are allowed to see graphically where and what kinds of data generate security conflicts.
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1. Introduction

Owing to the advance of broadband mobile communications
and the Internet, many users share resources on their personal
networks and connect to them to enter a world of information.
Large-scale massive heterogeneous data have been accumulated
in various fields of scientific research and society [1]. By linking
such huge amounts of data, including sensing and science data,
the discovery of new knowledge is increasing [2].

Data curation enables data discovery and retrieval, maintains
quality, adds value, and provides for re-use over time. This new
field includes authentication, archiving, management, preserva-
tion, retrieval, and representation [3]. In the field of disaster pre-
vention, the rapid analysis of disaster information is especially
expected [4].

Such organized information, which is valuable and easily ac-
cessible to those who need it, is called information assets. Many
approaches have been proposed to handle IT security issues, and
many international standards have been developed in this field [5].
However, traditional security mechanisms, which are tailored to
secure static data, are insufficient, and many security issues re-
lated to privacy and copyright are difficult to manage [6], [7].
Therefore, our proposed approach supports the secure leverage
of information to cover such security issues as copyright and in-
tellectual property.

In this paper, we propose a provenance-based security risk as-
sessment framework that leverages such information assets as sci-
ence and sensing data. Provenance refers to the chronology of
the ownership, custody, or location of a historical object [8]. The
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provenance of information determines whether it can be trusted
to identify a problem caused by invalid output and to credit origi-
nators when reusing it. Provenance in data curation refers to such
information sources as data and programs involved in producing
a new dataset [9].

We developed a Knowledge Language Grid (KLG) system,
which often combines multiple asset data from different providers
and allows users to use or re-use information assets. KLG struc-
tures a great quantity of information that can be confidential for
individuals, companies, or institutions and can be misused or dis-
closed to inappropriate people. Awareness of the security risks
that affect information assets is critical to protect intellectual
property and privacy [10].

Our proposed prototype implements a graphic representation
of provenance. Users are allowed to see graphically where and
what kinds of data generate security conflicts. Using provenance
representation, we can find the origin of information assets, when
they were created and by who to provide clear and reliable infor-
mation in time.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly re-
view related work to support risk assessment to clarify the differ-
ent motivations between previous works and ours. In Section 3,
we explain several use case scenarios of provenance-based risk
assessment. In Section 4, we explain the concept of provenance
and how we implemented provenance in the risk assessment pro-
cess. Section 5 describes our prototype that was developed in an
information services platform (ISP) laboratory and the implemen-
tation results of data curation. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude
our paper and present future works.

2. Related Works

Security in computer science embraces two concepts: physi-
cal and logical [11]. Physical security refers to the protection of
hardware and the support of data and the buildings and facilities
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Fig. 1 Information assets.

that harbor them, including fire, sabotage, robberies, and natural
disasters. Logical security refers to the secure use of software,
the protection of data, processes, and programs and the orderly
and authorized access of users to information.

Networks must satisfy the following requirements or charac-
teristics to maintain physical security [12]:
• Confidentiality: its loss is the unauthorized disclosure of in-

formation.
• Integrity: its loss is the unauthorized modification or the de-

struction of information.
• Availability: its loss disrupts access to information, its use,

or access to information systems.
For logical security, in our case, protecting information assets

is more complicated. Figure 1 shows the security issues of infor-
mation assets.

The owners or creators of information assets have the primary
responsibility for their viability and survivability. An informa-
tion asset “lives or exists” in a container, where it is stored, trans-
ported, or processed. Custodians or administrators have the re-
sponsibility to protect an information asset as it is stored, trans-
ported, or processed.

Organizations operate in an uncertain world. Every project or
activity has certain risks, but what is the risk? ISO 31000 de-
fines risk as the “effect of uncertainty on objectives” [13]. In most
cases these effects are negative, but positive effects are possible.

ISO/IEC 27001, also called the Information Security Manage-
ment System (ISMS), is an international standard for initiating,
implementing, maintaining, and improving information security
management in organizations [14]. These standards are used by
a broad range of organizations in most commercial and industrial
market sectors: finance and insurance, telecommunications, util-
ities, retail and manufacturing sectors, various service industries,
transportation sectors, and governments.

ISO/IEC 27002 provides guidance about the implementation
of security control policies [15]. However, risk analysis and risk
assessment, both of which are necessary for describing the envi-
ronment of security control policies, are outside ISMS’s scope.

Basically, to effectively manage risk, we must identify and as-
sess the threats to assets to determine the vulnerability of critical
assets to determine risks and identify methods to reduce and pri-
oritize them [16].

Unfortunately, many organizations are unsure how or even
where to deploy their scarce resources to protect their informa-
tion assets. The steadily increasing technical and environmen-
tal complexity of global networks presents a significant obstacle.
In addition, the list of information security vulnerabilities and
threats continues to grow to which organizations are constantly
subjected.

Vulnerability-centric approaches can also be imple-
mented [17]. However, the existence of a significant vulnerability
does not mean that an organization faces a significant risk.
This distinction is important because assets and their value to
an organization determine the context for risk rather than the
vulnerability itself. To consider the importance of vulnerabilities
in an organization, the National Infrastructure Advisory Council
(NIAP) proposed a Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS) [18].

A significant amount of guidance, including FIPS Publication
199 [19] and NIST Special Publication 800-60 [20], has been is-
sued to help federal government agencies value their information
assets.

Different methodologies exist for risk assessment, some of
which are discussed in ISO/IEC 27005 [21], [22]. Therefore, the
implementation of a secure system generally consumes a large
amount of time and resources and requires much knowledge [23].

ISO/IEC 27001 specifies that the controls implemented within
the scope, boundaries, and the context of ISMS need to be risk-
based. The application of an information security risk manage-
ment process can satisfy this requirement.

According to such risk assessment, to identify risks, we must
know the asset, the threats to it, the vulnerabilities that might be
exploited by those threats, and finally the impact of damage to its
confidentiality, its integrity, and its availability.

Many available commercial and governmental risk assessment
methodologies contain these basic activities, for example, the
Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evalua-
tion (OCTAVE) information security risk assessment methodol-
ogy [24].

However, as explained above, to protect information assets, we
must consider confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Other
important requirements include data authenticity, data posses-
sion, data accessibility, and data provenance.

3. Motivation Scenario

In this section, we illustrate how provenance-based security
risk assessment can provide improved security requirements to
protect information assets.

The information assets on the Internet often change contain-
ers or move through a process that creates new information. For
example, the data from two different sources are sometimes com-
bined to create a new information asset.

For security purposes, we ask the following questions: Who
owns the new information asset? Were its security requirements
transferred correctly? What are its security requirements? Are
end users allowed to use or re-use it?

The following scenarios were based on three basic processes:
search, collect, or join. These processes create a new information
asset from different providers.

3.1 Use Case Scenario: “Collect”
In this scenario, we focus on KLG’s “Collect” process (Fig. 2).

For example, emergency responses involve the immediate actions
taken to respond to a disaster. Government users access KLG and
collect information from different providers.
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Fig. 2 Use case scenario: “Collect”.

Fig. 3 Use case scenario: “Search”.

An information asset from Researcher B might be objective
and useful, but not the information from Researcher A. Another
case is the information generated for media companies. This in-
formation might be objective and centered on the topic. However,
some media companies pretend to describe the topic from a com-
mercial point of view.

Information collected from social media, like Facebook or
Twitter, is sometimes anonymous, and malicious users might
abuse this application to create confusion or cause a panic.

The consequences of unauthorized modification or the de-
struction of emergency response information usually depends on
whether the information is time-critical. Data supporting emer-
gency responses may be available, and delays are not tolerated.

Using provenance representation, we can find the origin of an
information asset, when it was created and by whom, and then we
can timely provide clear and reliable information.

3.2 Use Case Scenario: “Search”
The next scenario shows how provenance information helps

protect the intellectual property of information assets. As shown
in Fig. 3, we are working with research information and such cre-
ators of media contents as photographer.

Research and development involve the gathering and analysis
of data, the dissemination of results, and the development of new

Fig. 4 Use case scenario: “Join”.

products, methodologies, and ideas.
Most research and development information is proprietary.

Unauthorized disclosure of such information violates regulations.
Pre-publication or other unauthorized disclosure of research find-
ings can have seriously adverse effects.

For example, Researcher A, who owns the information asset,
forbids it from being translated, formatted or modified. But the
information created by Researcher B is allowed to be translated,
formatted, or modified.

In the case of a media creator, Creator A makes his data avail-
able for both commercial and non-commercial uses. However,
Creator B requires a special commercial license if his data are
commercially used.

Some information assets might be modified or the original li-
cense requirement could be changed, accidentally or not.

Provenance information can help provide a safe service to use
and re-use information assets based on creator requirements and
to transfer the license statement to the final user.

3.3 Use Case Scenario: “Join”
The last scenario describes how to meet privacy issues by im-

plementing a provenance-based risk assessment.
As explained in Section 1, to provide a service, multiple asset

data are often combined from different providers, allowing users
to use or re-use the information.

In our case study (Fig. 4), suppose that some privacy informa-
tion for user BOB is stored on government servers, including per-
sonal information about city hall matters. Bob also stores some
sensing information, like medical records, on a public hospital
server. He is also very active on social networks like Facebook
where he often shares pictures and information.

Imagine that a government user wants to implement a new ser-
vice for a community to know more about its needs. He accesses
KLG and adds information from a specific area, including gov-
ernment records, hospital records, and information from social
networks.

The information generated by KLG might include some sens-
ing data, and a user’s private information could be disclosed af-
ter combining various records that a threatening agent can use to
identify such specify users as BOB.

With a provenance-based risk assessment, we can identify pos-
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sible violations of privacy disclosures at the moment of imple-
mentation in the join process on KLG. Then we can reclassify
the information asset and inform the final user about the risk to
use or re-use it.

4. Provenance-based Risk Assessment Frame-
work

The main objective of this research is to implement a
provenance-based security risk assessment to support the secure
leverage of information assets.

Our proposed risk assessment combines multiple asset data
from different providers and allows users to use or re-use the
information. After implementing a graphical representation of
provenance, users can see graphically where and what kinds of
data generate security conflicts. Finally, allowing users to access
security knowledge-bases, we can provide actual and timely in-
formation about risks.

Figure 5 shows the security risk assessment concept of our
research. The owners of assets analyze the possible threats to de-
termine which apply to their environment. The results are called
risks. This analysis supports the selection of countermeasures or
security controls to counter risks and reduce them to an accept-
able level.

Safeguarding the information assets of interest is the responsi-
bility of owners (providers) who value them. Owners set the se-

Fig. 5 Provenance-based security risk assessment.

Table 1 Provenance and Dublin Core mapping.

Category Name Description
What dcterms.identifier unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context.

dcterms.description account of the resource.
dcterms.title name given to the resource.
dcterms.language language of the resource.
dcterms.subject resource’s topic.
dcterms.type resource’s nature or genre.

Who dcterms.creator entity primarily responsible for making the resource.
dcterms.publisher entity responsible for making the resource available.

When dcterms.created date of resource’s creation.
dcterms.temporal resource’s temporal characteristics.

Where dcterms.spatial resource’s spatial characteristics.
How dcterms.accessRights information about who can access the resource or an indication of its security status.

dcterms.license legal document giving official permission to do something with the resource.
dcterms.license.cc license based on Creative Commons (CC)
dcterms.license.odrl license based on Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL)
dcterms.rights information about rights held in and over the resource.
dcterms.source related resource from which the described resource is derived.

curity requirements for information assets and communicate them
to asset custodians, who must meet the owner’s security require-
ments by implementing appropriate security controls on the con-
tainer where the asset is stored. Security controls are imposed to
reduce vulnerability. Residual vulnerability might remain after
the imposition of security controls. Such vulnerability may be
exploited by threatening agents who represent the residual level
of risk to the assets. Owners will seek to minimize the risk given
to other constraints.

Actual or presumed threatening agents may also value the as-
sets and seek to abuse them in a manner contrary to the owner’s
interests. Owners will probably realize that such threats might
damage their assets and reduce their value. Specific security im-
pairment commonly includes (without being limited to) damag-
ing disclosure of the asset to unauthorized recipients (loss of con-
fidentiality), damage to the asset through unauthorized modifica-
tion (loss of integrity), or unauthorized deprivation of access to
the asset (loss of availability).

Finally, the custodian communicates the necessary security re-
quirements to the system user (consumer) who wants to access a
specific information asset.

4.1 Provenance-based
One central aspect on which this research is based is the prove-

nance management of each information asset. In our proposed
model, we deal with many information assets from different
providers and manage them by asset classification using Dublin
Core (DC) for describing metadata [25] and a guidance to manage
provenance (PROV) proposed by the provenance working group
of W3C [8]. Table 1 lists the DC terms that describe an informa-
tion asset.
4.1.1 Open Provenance Model

To provide a graphic representation of provenance information,
we implemented the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [26], which
defines three main entities in a provenance record: Agent, Arti-

fact, and Process. An agent is an entity capable of performing a
process, an artifact is an immutable piece of a state, and a process
is a series of actions that use artifacts to generate new artifacts.

As shown in Fig. 6, the entities are related by a number of
properties: used, wasGeneratedBy, wasControledBy, wasTrig-
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Fig. 6 OPM overview.

geredBy, and wasDerivedFrom. The edge labels are in the past
tense because they describe past executions.

Process 2 is controlled by an Agent, which is represented us-
ing the wasControlledBy property. A process can be controlled
by multiple agents.

wasTriggeredBy defines a relationship among processes, when
a process is made operational by another process.

The relations between process and artifact are represented by
the used and wasGeneratedBy properties. For example, Artifact
2 was used in Process 2, and Artifact 1 was created by Process 1
(Fig. 6).

Finally, the wasDerivedFrom property specifies that one arti-
fact was derived from another. Artifact 2 was derived from Arti-
fact 1.

4.2 Risk Assessment
As explained in the previous section, to find, identify, and de-

scribe the risk, we must identify the asset, the threats that affect it,
and the vulnerabilities that might be exploited by the threats and
their impact. In other words, we must obtain deep knowledge
about attacks and how they are implemented.

We are working on risk assessment based on the risk manage-
ment described in ISO 31000. As explained in Section 2, risk
assessment includes the following three activities:
• risk identification
• risk analysis
• risk evaluation

4.2.1 Risk Identification
Next we look at the process of finding, recognizing, and de-

scribing risks. Based on the OPM graph data and the information
asset attributes, we implemented a risk assessment diagnostic ser-
vice that performs risk detection and returns its result.

The risk assessment purpose in this research provides a frame-
work to support rule-based, risk detection engine implementation.

We created security rules based on the attributes of each infor-
mation asset (IA), the process that affects it (P), and the user who
uses it (A). Our proposed model currently includes 106 security
rules. Since they were created based on the metadata attributes
of information assets, security rules can be applied to any new
information asset added to the system. In addition, our proposed
prototype includes a web-based interface and allows system ad-
ministrators to edit or register a new security rule to cover future
security issues.

We implemented a risk diagnostic algorithm based on OPM
graph data to carry out verifications on the basis of Process, which
is an algorithm comprised of the relationship among Information
Asset (IA), Agent (A), and Process (P). The patterns for verifica-

Fig. 7 Security rule patterns.

Fig. 8 Rule-based example.

tion fall into four groups (Fig. 7):
• Group 1: carries out verifications if it is composed of one

information asset (IA) and one process (P).
• Group 2: carries out verifications if it is composed of two

information assets (IA) and one process (P).
• Group 3: carries out verifications if it is constituted by one

agent (A), one information asset (IA), and one process (P).
• Group 4: carries out verifications if it is constituted by one

agent (A), two information assets (IA), and one process (P).
Rule-based, risk verification is implemented by the risk inspec-

tor function. Verifying risks is based on the rules described in the
rules file. An example of a rule file is described in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 8, this rule file consists of two parts: rule con-
dition and risk definition. The description of the conditions re-
sembles the description of JavaScript, whose regular expressions
are also available. The risk definitions are shown for the X condi-
tions. Description complies with JavaScript’s syntax. By setting
information that corresponds to the threat, risks are reflected as
detection risks.

Figure 9 shows an OPM graph example of the risks of di-
agnostic transactions. The rule check was implemented in two
steps based on the process. Table 2 summarizes the security rules
found in the example.

In the first step, the OPM graph verifies the rule by focusing on
P1 (PROCESS). For P1 we can find two combinations for group 1
and one for group 2. One agent is related with the process, and we
can also find two combinations for group 3 and one for group 4.

Next we implemented verification by focusing on P2 (PRO-
CESS) and checked the rules for all the information assets related
to the process. However, since A3 is composed of A1 and A2 and
inheriting attributes A3(A1) and A3(A2), we must conduct addi-
tional combinations for P2. Since there is no Agent for P2, we did
not do any rule verifications for groups 3 and 4.
4.2.2 Risk Analysis

Risk analysis comprehends the nature of risk and determines
its level. As explained in Section 2, the Confidentiality, Integrity,
and Availability triad (CIA) is the core principle of information
security.
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Fig. 9 Rule verification.

Table 2 Security check.

Step Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
1 A1-P1 A1-A2-P1 A1-P1-AG1 A1-A2-P1-AG1

A2-P1 A2-P1-AG1
2 A3-P2 A3-A4-P2

A4-P2 A3(A1)-A4-P2
A3(A1)-P2 A3(A2)-A4-P2
A3(A2)-P2

In this research, we chose a comprehensive approach to record
and confirm data authenticity, recording and providing a complete
record of how we handled all of the data, tracking each and ev-
ery user who accesses them, and logging any unauthorized access
attempts.

The provenance of information is used to determine whether
information can be trusted to identify a problem that causes in-
valid output and credits the originators when it is reused. We
must provide detailed information that defines the information, its
source, and everyone and everything that’s happened to it since its
creation. In addition to the conventional approach of security re-
quirements that include confidentiality, integrity, and availability,
based on the provenance information, we include other require-
ments to support trust, compliance, and completeness.

We define seven categories of risk based on provenance infor-
mation by the following questions:
Confidentiality: Are your data always confidential?
Integrity: Can you guarantee their integrity?
Availability: Are your data available when you need them?
Authenticity: Do you know your data’s authenticity?
Possession: Do you know who possesses your data at all times?
Use: Are you confident that you can always use them?
Provenance: Can you always assert the provenance of your

data?
Based on the above security risk identification, we imple-

mented function makeScore(co, in, av, au, po, us, pr). As shown
in Fig. 8, each security rule file includes this function to describe
the risk’s nature. It is a function of the score generation for each
risk category and includes two values: 0 = not applicable, 1 =
applicable.

Based on the risk identification explained in Section 4.2.1, for
each process that uses one or more information asset, we can
identify several security rules. In risk analysis, the makescore
function sums the value of each security rule to describe generi-
cally the risk’s nature.

For example, makeScore (2,1,2,1,1,3,1) produces the following
results: Confidentiality: 2, Integrity: 1, Availability: 2, Authen-
ticity: 1, Possession: 1, Use: 3, and Provenance: 1. They are

Fig. 10 Risk analysis: radar chart.

shown in radar charts (Fig. 10).
As an axis, this chart displays the security risk results for each

category. In addition, we can display the overall trends of all
risks.
4.2.3 Risk Evaluation

In this section we compare the process of the risk analysis re-
sults with the risk criteria to determine whether the risk or its
magnitude is acceptable or tolerable. Placing a monetary value
on information assets has proven to be very hard for many orga-
nizations. Information assets are often not carried on the books
as capital investments, so determining their monetary equivalent
can be convoluted. Often an information asset’s value is found in
the process it supports and not in the information itself.

Our evaluation of risk analysis results is based on the possible
impact of the risks described in FIPS 199 and the security guide
for mapping types of information in the security categories de-
scribed in a special publication: NIST SP 800-60.

FIPS 199 defines the tree level of the risks for each security
category. This means the possible impact of the risk on organiza-
tions.
Low: The potential impact is low if the loss of confidentiality,

integrity, or availability might have a limited adverse effect
on the organization’s operations, its assets, or its individuals.

Moderate: The potential impact is moderate if the loss of con-
fidentiality, integrity, or availability might have a seriously
adverse effect on the organization’s operations, its assets, or
its individuals.

High: The potential impact is high if the loss of confidentiality,
integrity, or availability might have a catastrophic effect on
the organization’s operations, its assets, or its individuals.

An asset’s value is determined by looking at the potential im-
pact on an organization if the asset’s security is compromised.
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Fig. 11 Risk evaluation.

Table 3 Security rules.

Group ID AttrName1 AttrValue1 AttrName2 AttrValue2 Process AgentAttr AgentValue
3 9 Language JA N/A N/A N/A Language EN
3 16 AccessRights OPEN N/A N/A N/A Class COM
2 47 License.cc CC-BY-SA License.cc CC-BY-NC-SA Join N/A N/A
4 80 License.cc CC-BY License.cc CC-BY-NC-SA Join Class COM
4 104 License.cc CC-BY-SA License.cc CC-BY-NC-SA Join Class COM

First, we classified the information asset by type (research and
development, disaster monitoring, or prediction, for example).
Then for each type of information asset, the potential impact is
rated on a simple scale of high (H), medium (M), or low (L).

The asset values and the security risk category levels, which
are relevant to each type of consequence, are matched in a matrix
(Fig. 11) to identify each combination of the relevant measures of
risk on a scale of 0 to 4. The values are placed in the matrix in
a structured manner. The appropriate row is identified by the as-
set value, and the appropriate column is identified by the possible
impact for each risk category. For example, if the asset has a (M)
value, the possible impact of the confidentially (Con) is (H), and
the measure of the risk is 3.

5. Implementation and Evaluation

Our proposed risk assessment framework works as a web ap-
plication. Figure 12 shows the system architecture. This system
uses a membership function to provide risk assessment based on
the current user. After logging onto the system, users can ac-
cess information assets. The OPM generator provides a graphic
representation of the provenance information (Section 4.1) by ac-
cess user and accesses the profile information. Then the risk as-
sessment diagnostic implements a risk assessment (Section 4.2)
by accessing the OPM graph data and checking the security rule
files. Finally the renderer function provides the risk assessment
results to users by accessing the security knowledge base, includ-
ing SP 800-60.

The National Institute of Information and Communication
Technology, Japan (NICT) has a large-scale web archive that con-
tains about four million documents. In this research we are work-
ing on the discovery of new knowledge by a large variety of data,
including such sensing and science data as web archives. Espe-
cially in the field of disaster prevention, these data can be used
to rapidly analyze disaster information. For each information as-
set, we include the metadata attributes to enable the provenance
representation of information assets (Table 1). Figure 13 shows
the information asset management screen of the Knowledge Lan-
guage Grid.

To evaluate our proposed system, we verified the possible secu-
rity risks based on the provenance information of about 297,103
information assets. For example, an international company wants
to collect information about hay fever in Japan to produce a
brochure for the Japanese market. First it collects pollen, rain-

Fig. 12 System architecture.

Fig. 13 Information asset repository.

fall, and wind speed data and combines this information.
To enable meaningful risk assessment, the generated risk must

be identified when two or more difference sources are combined.
We developed a graph representation interface based on OPM
(Section 4). As shown in the top of Fig. 14, the information as-
set used, the processes performed, the entities that perform these
processes, and any new information asset generated are captured
and represented based on OPM.

Based on the proposed risk assessment in Section 4, by ana-
lyzing the security attributes of each information asset and imple-
menting the risk diagnostic, we can identify security risks (Ta-
ble 3).

For example, the information asset language is Japanese (JA)
and the language of the user who wants to access this informa-
tion is set to English (EN). The user encountered problems un-
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Fig. 14 Provenance-based risk identification.

derstanding the information asset. In addition, information assets
have creative commons [27] license as CC-BY-NC-SA (Attribu-
tion + Noncommercial + ShareAlike), and the user is a commer-
cial entity. The information asset cannot be used.

The security risks found in the object are represented by gray,
as shown at the bottom of Fig. 14. After identifying risks, users
can find the necessary security control to counter them by search-
ing on the security control knowledge-base.

6. Conclusion

The information assets living on the Internet often change con-
tainers or move through a process that creates new information.
An information asset is protected or secured through controls im-
plemented at the asset container level. The degree to which an
information asset is protected or secured is based on how well the
implemented controls (at the container) align with and consider
its security requirements. Any risks to the containers in which in-
formation assets live are inherited by the information assets them-
selves.

Actual risk management approaches do not consider such sce-
narios. Our proposed system implements a graphic representation
of provenance using OPM, and users are allowed to see graphi-
cally where and what kinds of data generated security conflicts.
In addition, KLG allows users to access security knowledge-bases
and provides actual and timely information about security risks
and countermeasures.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to implement risk
assessment based on provenance information. Even though much
further research is needed in this area, the major challenges that
clearly capture provenance are in engineering and changing the
mindset of data providers about recognizing its importance. An-
other challenge is mapping information related to a particular
hardware to an information asset to provide wide security.
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